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Non-stationary Multivariate Time Series Workshop
14-15 April 2016



Workshop Venue

The talks will be held in the lecture theatre on the ground floor in the Postgraduate Statistics
Centre (building 48 on campus map), which is located approx. 5 minute walking from Lancaster
House Hotel (building 59).

Day 1: Thursday 14 April 2016

Lecture Theatre, Postgraduate Statistics Centre (building 48 on campus map)

10:30-11:00 Registration (with tea & coffee)
11:00-11:15 Welcome

11:15-12:00 Rainer von Sachs (ISBA, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium)
Functional mixed effects wavelet estimation of spectra of replicated time series

12:00-12:30 Souhil Chakar (Laboratoire Jean Kuntzmann, Grenoble, France)
Segmenting processes with an autoregressive noise

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-14:15 Hernando Ombao (University of California at Irvine, USA)
Exploratory Spectral Analysis of High Dimensional Time Series

14:15-14:45 Ricardo Pio Monti (Imperial College, London)
Streaming sparsity parameter selection via stochastic gradient descent

14:45-15:15 Tianbo Chen (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology)
Robust Clustering Methods for Time-evolving Brain Signals

15:15-15:45 Tea & Coffee Break

15:45-16:15 Jean-Marc Freyermuth (University of Cambridge, UK)
Minimax optimal detection of structure for multivariate data

16:15-17:00 Guy Nason (University of Bristol, UK)
A test for local white noise (and the absence of aliasing) in locally stationary
wavelet time series



Day 2: Friday 15 April 2016

Lecture Theatre, Postgraduate Statistics Centre (building 48 on campus map)

09:30-10:15 Sofia Olhelde (University College, London)
TBA

10:15-10:45 Patrick Flandrin
(Univ Lyon, Ens de Lyon, Univ Claude Bernard, CNRS, Laboratoire de Physique)
Dynamic graphs as multidimensional nonstationary signals

10:45-11:15 Tea & Coffee Break

11:15-11:45 Matt Ludkin (STOR-i, Lancaster University)
RJMCMC for Changes in Network Structure

11:45-12:15 Marc Genton (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology)
Nonstationary Multivariate Random Fields

12:15-12:45 Carsten Jentsch (Universität Mannheim)
Empirical characteristic functions-based estimation and distance correlation for
locally stationary processes

12:45-13:45 Lunch

13:45-14:15 Ying Sun (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology)
A Stochastic Space-time Model for Intermittent Precipitation Occurrences

14:15-15:00 David Stoffer (University of Pittsburgh, USA)
Multivariate Stochastic Volatility -
Nonlinear Processes, Breakpoints, Selfies, and Other Headaches

15:00-15:10 Closing and farewell



Wifi

The eduroam network should work automatically everywhere on campus and at Lancaster House
Hotel. Another network is LUvisitor, for which you can register using your web browser (connect
and try to browse the web, the registration page should appear).

Lancaster and Lancaster University

There are two universities in Lancaster, please make sure you arrive to Lancaster University,
whose campus is actually located in Bailrigg, approx 3 miles southwards from Lancaster. The
Lancaster House Hotel and Lancaster University Visitor Rooms are located on campus.

How to arrive/depart

On campus: All buses drop off and collect passengers in the Underpass, situated underneath
Alexandra Square (number 31 on campus map). From there it is a 10 minute walk to Lancaster
House Hotel (building 59).

From Lancaster railway station you need to take a taxi or bus to get to the campus. Local taxi ser-
vices (cost approx £10 and take approx 10 mins) can be contacted on +44 (0)1524 32090; +44 (0)1524
35666 and +44 (0)1524 848848. The 3A and X4 bus services operate between the railway station
and the University every 30 minutes Monday to Saturday daytimes and hourly on evenings and
Sunday afternoons. From the railway station it takes approx 10 mins to walk to the city centre.

From the city centre you can take frequent buses 2, 2A, 3, 3A, 4, X4, 42 at the main bus station
or at Common Garden Street bus stop.

From Manchester airport you can get a direct train (1:20hrs) to Lancaster railway station, see
http://www.nationalrail.co.uk.

We recommend getting an Offpeak return ticket (outward time is flexible on the chosen date,
return data and time are flexible within 30 days). To get a prearranged taxi from the airport for a
better price, see

http://www.lancasterairporttransfers.co.uk.

By car: Postcode for router planning is LA1 4YF. For more information about how to arrive and
visitor car parking see

http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/contactandgettinghere/mapsandtravel.

What to do in any spare time

If you come earlier or stay longer in Lancaster, you can visit Lancaster Castle, Lancaster Brew-
ery, several churches and museums, walk in Williamson Park or along Lancaster Canal, or enjoy
a performance at The Grand Theatre. You will find excellent food and atmosphere in The Meet-
ing House, The Borough, Merchants 1688 and The White Cross pubs/restaurants; get the typical
English breakfast in The Sun Bar. Further away, visit Morecambe beach or Lake District.

http://www.nationalrail.co.uk
http://www.lancasterairporttransfers.co.uk
http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/contactandgettinghere/mapsandtravel


Day 1: Abstracts

Rainer von Sachs (ISBA, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium)
Functional mixed effects wavelet estimation of spectra of replicated time series
In this work we treat a functional mixed effects model in the setting of spectral analysis of repli-
cated time series data. We assume that the time series subjects share a common population spectral
curve (functional fixed effect), additional to some random subject-specific deviation around this
curve (functional random effects), which models the variability within the population. In contrast
to existing work we allow this variability to be non-diagonal, i.e. there may exist explicit correla-
tion between the different subjects in the population.
To estimate the common population curve we project the subject-curves onto an appropriate or-
thonormal basis (such as a wavelet basis) and continue working in the coefficient domain instead
of the functional domain. In a sampled data model, with discretely observed noisy subject-curves,
the model in the coefficient domain reduces to a finite-dimensional linear mixed model. This al-
lows us, for estimation and prediction of the fixed and random effect coefficients, to apply both
traditional linear mixed model methods and, if necessary by the spatially variable nature of the
spectral curves, work with some appropriate non-linear thresholding approach.
We derive some theoretical properties of our methodology highlighting the influence of the cor-
relation in the subject population. To illustrate the proposed functional mixed model, we show
some examples using simulated time series data, and an analysis of replicated brain signal data.
We conclude with pointing out interesting extensions (work in progress) on multivariate and time-
varying versions of this approach.
The presented work is joint with Joris Chau (ISBA, UCL).

Souhil Chakar (Laboratoire Jean Kuntzmann, Grenoble, France)
Segmenting processes with an autoregressive noise
We propose to study the methodology of autoregressive processes segmentation under both its
theoretical and practical aspects. “Segmentation” means here inferring multiple change-points
corresponding to mean shifts. We consider autoregression parameters as nuisance parameters,
whose estimation is considered only for improving the segmentation. From a theoretical point of
view, we aim to keep some asymptotic properties of change-points and other parameters estima-
tors. From a practical point of view, we have to take into account the algorithmic constraints to get
the optimal segmentation. To meet these requirements, we propose a method based on robust es-
timation techniques, which allows a preliminary estimation of the autoregression parameters and
then the decorrelation of the process. The aim is to get our problem closer to the segmentation
in the case of independent observations. This method allows us to use efficient algorithms. It is
based on asymptotic results that we proved. It allows us to propose adapted and well-founded
number of changes selection criteria. A simulation study illustrates the method.
[1] Chakar, S., Lebarbier, É., Lévy-Leduc, C., & Robin, S. (2015). A robust approach for estimating
changepoints in the mean of an AR (1) process. preprint arXiv: 1403.1958. To appear in Bernoulli.
[2] Chakar, S. (2015). A robust approach for estimating change-points in the mean of an AR (p)
process.preprint arXiv: 1509.00899.
Co-authors: Emilie Lebarbier, Céline Lévy-Leduc, Stéphane Robin (INRA, AgroParisTech, France).



Hernando Ombao (University of California at Irvine, USA)
Exploratory Spectral Analysis of High Dimensional Time Series
We present statistical exploratory approaches to modelling dependence between components of
a high-dimensional time series in an experimental design. This work is motivated by a strong
interest in neuroscience to study functional connectivity between brain regions as a potential di-
agnostic marker for mental disease and predictor for behaviour.
To address the major hurdle of high dimensionality, we derive region-specific factors which are
signals of lower dimension that summarize electrical activity in each brain region. In fact, initial
plots of electroencephalograms (EEGs) exhibit high degree of multicollinearity between channels
that are projected from the same anatomical region. These observations suggest that it would be
sensible to extract summary factors for each region. In this work, we derive summary factors
that minimize the expected squared error between the reconstructed signals (obtained by expand-
ing the factors) and the original signal. These factor signals are filtered versions of the original
high dimensional signals where the coefficients are obtained from principal components analysis
(PCA) of the spectral matrix (Brillinger, 1981). We then explore dependence between brain regions
through the regionally-derived factors. Spectral measures, such as block coherence and block par-
tial coherence, will be used to identify frequency-specific oscillations that drive activity between
pairs of regions. This exploratory analysis is the starting point to the multi-scale factor analysis
model where the concatenated factors from all regions are represented by a lower dimensional
parametric vector-valued process that captures the connectivity in high dimensional signals.
This is collaborative work with Yuxiao Wang (University of California, Irvine) and Chee-Ming
Ting (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia).

Ricardo Pio Monti (Imperial College, London)
Streaming sparsity parameter selection via stochastic gradient descent
We propose a framework to perform streaming covariance selection. Our approach employs regu-
larization constraints where a time-varying sparsity parameter is iteratively estimated via stochas-
tic gradient descent. This allows for the regularization parameter to be efficiently learnt in an on-
line manner. The proposed framework is developed for linear regression models and extended
to graphical models via neighbourhood selection. Under mild assumptions, we are able to obtain
convergence results in a non-stochastic setting. The capabilities of such an approach are demon-
strated using both synthetic data as well as neuroimaging data from the Human Connectome
Project.
This talk is based on joint work with Romy Lorenz, Dr Robert Leech, Dr Christoforos Anagnos-
topoulos and Prof Giovanni Montana. A preliminary version of this work can be accessed here
http://arxiv.org/abs/1511.02187.

Tianbo Chen (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology)
Robust Clustering Methods for Time-evolving Brain Signals
Brain activity following stimulus presentation and during resting state are often the result of
highly coordinated responses of large numbers of neurons both locally (within each region) and
globally (across different brain regions). Coordinated activity of neurons can give rise to oscil-
lations which are captured by electroencephalograms (EEG). In this work, we propose a set of
robust clustering methods for identifying synchronized brain regions where the EEGs show simi-
lar oscillations or waveforms. We analyse the log periodograms of EEG time series from multiple
trials, and identify the functional median of the smoothed periodograms using functional data
depth for each EEG channel. Then, the EEG channels are clustered using two different dissimi-

http://arxiv.org/abs/1511.02187


larity measures, the total variation distance for the median log periodograms, and the coherence
that measures the correlation between channels. Our simulation studies show that the proposed
median-based clustering algorithm is more robust in identifying the true clusters compared to
functional means when outliers are present. When applied to resting state EEG data, the method
partly confirms the segmentation based on the anatomy of the cortical surface. In addition, we il-
lustrate the dynamics of spectrally synchronized brain regions during resting state by visualizing
the time-evolving clusters of the EEG channels in 3D environment.
Co-authors: Ying Sun (KAUST), Carolina Euan (CIMAT) and Hernando Ombao (University of
California at Irvine).

Jean-Marc Freyermuth (University of Cambridge, UK)
Minimax optimal detection of structure for multivariate data
We consider the problem of minimax hypothesis testing in the multivariate Gaussian White Noise
model. It is often reasonable to assume that the underlying function has anisotropic smoothness
and some general ’structure’ (such as additivity). Using the relation between the Sobol decompo-
sition of a multivariate function and the geometry of the hyperbolic wavelet basis we construct
test statistics for detecting the presence of such structure. Hyperbolic wavelet bases have been
proven useful to construct powerful procedures for estimating functions with anisotropic smooth-
ness (Neumann, 2000; Autin et al., 2014, 2015). In this talk we will emphasize that they furnish
minimax optimal (or near-optimal) testing procedures and we will illustrate their use in a time
series application inspired from (von Sachs and Neumann, 2000) for testing the second order sta-
tionarity of a time series.
This is a joint work with Florent Autin, Gerda Claeskens and Christophe Pouet.
Autin, F., Claeskens, G., Freyermuth, J-M. (2014). Hyperbolic wavelet thresholding rules: the curse
of dimensionality through the maxiset approach. Applied Computational Harmonic Analysis, 36(2),
239-255.
Autin, F., Claeskens, G., Freyermuth, J-M. (2015). On the performances of standard and hyperbolic
wavelet estimators. Electronic Journal of Statistics, 9(2), 1852-1883.
Neumann, M. (2000) Multivariate wavelet thresholding in anisotropic function spaces. Statistica
Sinica, 10, 399-431.
von Sachs, R., Neumann, M. (2000). A wavelet based test for stationarity. Journal of Time Series
Analysis, 21(5), 597-613.

Guy Nason (University of Bristol)
A test for local white noise (and the absence of aliasing) in locally stationary wavelet time series

This talk develops a new test for local white noise which also doubles as a test for the lack of
aliasing in a locally stationary wavelet process. We compare and contrast our new test with the
aliasing test for stationary time series due to Hinich and co-authors. We show that the test is
robust to mismatch of analysis and synthesis wavelet. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the
test on some simulated examples and on an example from wind energy.
This work is joint with Idris Eckley, (Lancaster University)



Day 2: Abstracts

Sofia Olhelde (University College, London)
TBA
TBA

Patrick Flandrin (Univ Lyon, Ens de Lyon, Univ Claude Bernard, CNRS, Laboratoire de Physique)
Dynamic graphs as multidimensional nonstationary signals
Graphs are ubiquitous for representing interactions in networks, be they physical, biological or
social. Whereas more and more studies are nowadays intended to develop methods for analysing
signals over graphs, it will here be reported how the analysis of graph structures themselves can
be performed by using tools borrowed from signal processing, with a natural extension to dy-
namic situations. The core of the approach is to build a distance map from the adjacency matrix of
a graph, from which a collection of signals can be obtained thanks to a multidimensional scaling
technique. Spectral features of the so-obtained signals can then be derived, with distinctive fea-
tures for graph structures of different natures (regular, Erdös-Rényi, communities, scale-free, etc.).
Various issues related to this perspective will be discussed, including efficient ways of inverting
the transformation on the basis of a few components only, thus paving the way for graph filtering.
The extension to dynamic graphs will be given some special attention, based on a nonstationary
approach in which the time evolution of spectral features defines a matrix that can be factorized
non-negatively.
Joint work with Ronan Hamon (LIF, Marseille), Pierre Borgnat (ENS de Lyon) and Céline Robardet
(INSA de Lyon)

Matt Ludkin (STOR-i, Lancaster University)
RJMCMC for Changes in Network Structure.
In this talk we introduce a continuous time extension of the Stochastic block model. This is a dy-
namic network consisting of a fixed set of nodes partitioned into communities (blocks) together
with a stochastic process for each edge depending upon the communities of the two nodes in-
volved. Our key interest is in detecting nodes which change community membership during the
observation period. This is done using a reversible jump (RJ-)MCMC sampler to find the number
and location of such changes. We demonstrate the RJ-MCMC on simulated data.

Marc Genton (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology)
Nonstationary Multivariate Random Fields
Continuously indexed datasets with multiple variables have become ubiquitous in the geophys-
ical, ecological, environmental and climate sciences, and pose substantial analysis challenges to
scientists and statisticians. For many years, scientists developed models that aimed at capturing
the spatial behaviour for an individual process; only within the last few decades has it become
commonplace to model multiple processes jointly. The key difficulty is in specifying the cross-
covariance function, that is, the function responsible for the relationship between distinct vari-
ables. Indeed, these cross-covariance functions must be chosen to be consistent with marginal
covariance functions in such a way that the second order structure always yields a non-negative
definite covariance matrix. We review the main approaches to building cross-covariance models,
including the linear model of coregionalization, convolution methods, the multivariate Matérn,
and nonstationary and space-time extensions of these among others. We additionally cover spe-
cialized constructions, including those designed for asymmetry, compact support and spherical



domains, with a review of physics-constrained models. We illustrate select models on a bivari-
ate regional climate model output example for temperature and pressure, along with a bivariate
minimum and maximum temperature observational dataset; we compare models by likelihood
value as well as via cross-validation co-kriging studies. We close with a discussion of unsolved
problems.
Co-authors: William Kleiber (University of Colorado)

Carsten Jentsch (Universität Mannheim)
Empirical characteristic functions-based estimation and distance correlation for locally station-
ary processes
In this paper, we propose a kernel-type estimator for the local characteristic function (local CF)
of locally stationary processes. Under weak moment conditions, we prove joint asymptotic nor-
mality for local empirical characteristic functions (local ECF). Precisely, for processes having a
(two-sided) time-varying MA(∞) representation, we establish a central limit theorem under the
assumption of finite absolute first moments of the process. Additionally, we prove process conver-
gence of the local ECF. We apply our asymptotic results to parameter estimation of time-varying
α-stable distributions. Furthermore, by extending the notion of distance correlation (dCor) of
Szekely, Rizzo and Bakirov (2007) to locally stationary processes, we are able to provide asymp-
totic theory for local empirical distance correlations. Finally, we provide a simulation study on
minimum distance estimation for α-stable distributions and illustrate the pairwise dependence
structure over time of log returns of German stock prices via local empirical distance correlations.
Co-authors: Anne Leucht, Marco Meyer, Carina Beering (Technische Universität Braunschweig)
Szekely, G. J., Rizzo, M. L., and Bakirov, N. K. (2007). Measuring and testing dependence by
correlation of distances. The Annals of Statistics 35, 2769–2794.

Ying Sun (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology)
A Stochastic Space-time Model for Intermittent Precipitation Occurrences
Modeling a precipitation field is challenging due to its intermittent and highly scale-dependent
nature. Motivated by the features of high-frequency precipitation data from a network of rain
gauges, we propose a threshold space-time t random field (tRF) model for 15-minute precipita-
tion occurrences. This model is constructed through a space-time Gaussian random field (GRF)
with random scaling varying along time or space and time. It can be viewed as a generalization
of the purely spatial tRF, and has a hierarchical representation that allows for Bayesian interpre-
tation. Developing appropriate tools for evaluating precipitation models is a crucial part of the
model-building process, and we focus on evaluating whether models can produce the observed
conditional dry and rain probabilities given that some set of neighbouring sites all have rain or
all have no rain. These conditional probabilities show that the proposed space-time model has
noticeable improvements in some characteristics of joint rainfall occurrences for the data we have
considered.

David Stoffer (University of Pittsburgh, USA)
Multivariate Stochastic Volatility - Nonlinear Processes, Breakpoints, Selfies, and Other Headaches
The stochastic volatility (SV) model is a nonlinear state space model (NLSS), and consequently fit-
ting such models to data is difficult even when there are no breakpoints. I will explore using
particle Gibbs methods for fitting these models to multivariate data with possible breakpoints. I
will also investigate using self organizing state space models for fitting such data. In general, SV
models are quirky, and all sorts of difficulties arise in the data analysis; it’s why there are so many



papers on the topic. At this time, I have no definitive solutions, and the presentation will raise
more questions than answers. Although I will concentrate on SV models, anything I discuss can
pertain to fitting NLSS in general situations.
The basic ideas come out of the recent text: Douc, Moulines, and Stoffer; Nonlinear Time Series:
Theory, Methods and Applications with R Examples, CRC Press, 2014, #shamelessplug.

Posters (External Participants)

Joris Chau (ISBA, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium)
Wavelet-based functional mixed effects spectra – beyond a stationary analysis
In the talk Functional mixed effects wavelet estimation for spectra of replicated time series, R. von
Sachs presents our new functional mixed effects approach to perform spectral analysis of univari-
ate subject- or trial-replicated time series. Here the emphasis is on incorporating explicit corre-
lation between different replicate-specific spectra, which are modelled as random curves varying
about a deterministic population-mean spectrum. The main focus of this poster is to highlight
the influence of this correlation, which if not taken into account, may lead to highly inflated er-
ror terms for the estimators, but also to the use of erroneous confidence sets. To further illustrate
this point we analyse empirical brain signal data recorded during an associative-learning experi-
ment, where it is unrealistic to assume that different trials are independent over the course of the
experiment. As an outlook section, we discuss two important directions in which to generalize
the proposed model. In the context of replicated brain signal time series data, the second-order
stationarity assumption on the time series is often too strong. We give first indications on how to
embed the developed stationary approach into a segmented framework for time varying spectra.
Moreover, it is of interest to perform fully multivariate cross-spectral analysis to capture the as-
sociation between different components in multivariate replicated time series, however this poses
several new challenges, these challenges are described in more detail on the poster.

Sourav Das (University of Bristol, UK)
Can we rank a time series in order of stationarity?
Time series experts have produced an extensive literature on constructing tests that can distin-
guish a stationary time series from non-stationary one. However the domain scientist is often
encountered with processes that display a wide spectrum of time variation in their statistical prop-
erties. It this research we revisit the concept of stationarity and propose a statistic to measure the
degree of stationarity.


